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Abstract. Constructive collaboration can be a dif!cult matter. For this reason,
we are implementing and studying an interactive-tabletop-mediated activity that
aims at inducing collaboration among participants. The resulting activity
‘Orbitia’ is designed as a serious game. Participants are asked to act as a space-
mining crew, which has to collect minerals with a rover and rely on a camera-
drone for reconnaissance, while keeping the rover out of harm and managing
limited resources. In this paper we provide an account of how we designed
Orbitia’s pedagogical structuring by relying on the Johnsons’ cooperative
learning approach whose fundamental concept is “positive interdependence”.
More particularly, we show how we worked on resource, role and task inter-
dependence to design three collaboration-inducing ‘flagship’ devices: the rover-
steering-device (RSD), the item-locating-device (ILD) and the responsibility-
activating-device (RAD).

Keywords: Interactive tabletop ! Collaboration ! Cooperative learning

1 Introduction

There is an increasing recognition that societal and intellectual challenges will be
(resp. are already) so complicated or complex that they can only be tackled collabo-
ratively. However, constructive collaboration on new challenges is a dif!cult matter
and the mere joining of people’s forces does not help unless people know how to
collaborate [1]. Hence, learning to learn and to work together must become an
important goal in education and professional training. So, the design research project
ORBIT (Overcoming Breakdowns in Teams with Interactive Tabletops) aims at
implementing and studying a joint problem-solving activity at an interactive tabletop
(ITT) [2].
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In reference to the project name we called this activity ‘Orbitia’ (see Fig. 1). Orbitia
is designed as a serious game where adult participants are asked to act as a space-
mining crew. The latter has to collect minerals with a rover and rely on a camera-drone
for reconnaissance, while keeping the rover out of harm and managing limited
resources. The activity consists of two phases. The !rst one is designed to induce
‘smooth’ collaboration among the participants. In the second one, the underlying
foundational rules are unexpectedly modi!ed in order to put to the test participants’
previously established collaboration procedures. Thus, in order to cope successfully
with this advanced dynamic situation, participants will have to re-establish and expand
their collaboration procedures.

Stahl [3] rightfully points out that every technology in order to achieve a desirable
educational outcome requires “considerable interface design, user evaluation, peda-
gogical structuring, and collaborative culture” (p. 486). While the implementation of
ORBIT’s multidisciplinary design-based research process as well as results of the
video-taped trials are resp. will be presented elsewhere [4], the purpose of this paper is
to provide an account of how a cooperative learning approach [5, 6] provided for the
pedagogical structuring and informed the design of the now accomplished !rst phase of
Orbitia.

2 Theoretical Design Considerations

2.1 Collaboration

In everyday life and even in many scienti!c accounts, the term ‘collaboration’ is often
used very broadly to describe two or more persons working together on the same task.
Hence, before we can begin to conceive Orbitia as an interactive tabletop activity
inducing collaboration in a face-to-face setting, we have to become more speci!c about
the conduct we seek to solicit here.

In line with a process-oriented meaning-making approach on collaboration [7], we
rely on Roschelle and Teasley [8], who de!ne “collaboration” as a “coordinated,
synchronous activity that is the result of a continued attempt to construct and maintain
a shared conception of a problem” (p. 70). So, the design of Orbitia aims at imple-
menting a co-located activity, that provides a mediational framework supporting par-
ticipants’ mutual engagement, pointing their orientation to a shared goal, facilitating the
description of the current problem state, and raising their awareness of problem-solving
actions [4].

2.2 Collaboration and Interactive Tabletops

Interactive tabletops can integrate physical and digital artefacts, spoken and written
texts to provide groups with a focal point and dynamic resource to support collabo-
ration [3]. In other words, they are inherently designed as shareable interfaces (see
Fig. 2): their input modalities support more than one participant [9] and their horizontal
orientation enables face-to-face communication around a large surface that provides
participants with a shared overview and focus point [10].
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Pointing to relevant studies Ioannou and Antoniou [11] (p. 165) summarize that
tabletops enhance the sense of teamwork, induce interaction and willingness to par-
ticipate in group tasks, foster equity in physical interaction, promote joint attention on
the task, and improve the (learning) experience and engagement with the task. Indeed,
when participants’ attention is drawn to the tabletop, they can see each other’s actions
as well as the system’s feedback, potentially changing the nature of the collaboration:
for example, the explicit awareness of other’s hand actions facilitates exploration and
increases collaborative forms of construction and meaning making [12] (p. 319).

Fig. 1. Annotated screenshot of ‘Orbitia’.

Fig. 2. A group of participants engaging with ‘Orbitia’
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However, none of these promising study outcomes can be taken for granted and, as
we pointed out above, the pedagogical framework that is designed into the ITT-
mediated activity is a crucial issue here. For this reason, we shall now outline the
essential features of Orbitia’s pedagogical structuring and how we implemented them.

2.3 Cooperative Learning

In instructional contexts “cooperative learning” and “collaborative learning” are either
used interchangeably or presented as having considerable overlap. At times, cooper-
ative learning is considered as the more structured approach where “the structure is
imposed by the teacher” and “is designed to achieve a speci!c goal or end-product”
[13] (p. 71). During our literature research we found that a number of researchers [14,
15] take inspiration in Johnson & Johnson’s work on cooperative learning [5, 6] to
develop educational collaborative game scenarios. The latter are de!ned as games
where “all the participants work together as a team, sharing the pay-offs and outcomes;
if the team wins or loses, everyone wins or loses” [16] (p. 25).

The Johnsons rely on a social interdependence perspective and “cooperation” is
described as “positive interdependence”, which exists “when students perceive that
they are linked with groupmates in a way that makes it impossible for anyone to
succeed unless the entire group succeeds (and vice versa) and that they must coordinate
their efforts with their groupmates to complete a task” [5] (p. 27). Research indicates
that participants engaged in cooperative settings spend considerable time on task, show
positive attitudes toward the experience of working on the task, take accurate per-
spectives, generate new ideas and readily transfer their cooperative efforts to new tasks
[17].

Such a de!ned approach of cooperative learning is suitable for creating a group-
worthy task which calls for participants to rely on multiple resources that cannot be
mobilised by one person alone, and aims at creating a situation in which participants
“work interdependently and reciprocally, and where the exchange of ideas and infor-
mation” and “the joint construction of understanding” are key to success [18] (p. 115).

In order to construct the pedagogical structuring of ‘Orbitia’ we relied on the
following interdependence principles of “cooperative learning”: fantasy (the task is
embedded in a compelling narrative, here: space-mining), environmental (group
members are bound by the physical environment; here: the tabletop and the graphical
representation of a planetary surface), identity (establishment of a group identity, here:
participants are positioned as a space mining crew by the narrative), goal (only the
group can accomplish the set goal, here: collecting the minerals), task (each participant
has to complete a sub-task for the group goal to be achieved, here: steering and
retrieving manoeuvres), role (complementary task-relevant responsibilities are dis-
tributed among the participants, here: being in charge of mining, repairing or energy
matters), resource (every participant holds only a portion of the needed resources, here:
for example, individually allocated steering options) and reward (every participant
receives the same reward when the group goal is reached, here: moving to the next
level and eventually winning the game). To avoid putting pressure on an emerging
group, we have not yet implemented an outside enemy interdependence (the group is
put in competition with other groups, standards or time). Nevertheless, this feature may
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be applied in the second phase of the activity where the collaboration procedures
established by the participants are to be challenged.

3 Implementing Cooperative Learning Design
Considerations

More particularly, we worked on resource, role and task interdependence to guide the
design of three collaboration-inducing ‘flagship’ devices: the rover-steering-device
(RSD), the item-locating-device (ILD) and the responsibility-activating-device (RAD).

(1) The rover-steering-device consists of a virtual manoeuvrable rover with distributed
control buttons. Every control station is equipped with two touch-controlled arrows
(Fig. 1, no 5; Fig. 3a) enabling each participant to steer the rover into two different
directions. This particular distribution of the control options aims at ensuring that
every participant has to bring in a speci!c resource (two unique directions)
assigned to him/her in order to move the group’s rover to a targeted spot. The
steering movements have to be performed in an appropriate order and thus every
movement correspond to sub-tasks to be done by the responsible participants. This
is reinforced by the fact that two directions (see Fig. 3b) can only be taken through
the composition of two other directions, thus requiring the intervention of two
participants in close coordination. The distribution of the steering options con-
tributes to the establishment of roles, further strengthened through the organisation
of the ILD and the RAD.

(2) The item-locating-device consists of one tangible shared object (drone) with an
integrated display, a surrounding 3 " 3 digital grid and four mini-maps in each
control station (see Fig. 4). The drone can be operated by every participant to
disclose the hidden items in the sandstorm area. While being moved over the
surface the display shows the number of (hidden) items in the surrounding grid.
After pushing a button, the nature of the surrounding items (mineral, energy stack,
sharp rock) and their location is briefly revealed in the grid. This information is
then distributed to the corresponding mini-maps1 in the three control stations.
Thus, every participant has a particular complementary resource at his/her dis-
posal, i.e. the information on the location and the amount of the type of items that
are associated with his/her control station. This feature aims at supporting the
establishment of a speci!c role for every participant, which is materialised in the
RAD.

(3) The responsibility-activating-device offers three different positions materialized as
energy, damage, and mineral control stations located in three separate places
(Fig. 1, no. 7–9; Fig. 5). Every participant is expected to take the responsibility of
one area: energy, mining, or damage management). According to the assumed
responsibility, s/he has to monitor the number of attributed items (energy units,
number of spare wheels or number of minerals collected) and the corresponding
locations of the collectable (energy, minerals) and dangerous items (rocks). The

1 This feature is inspired by the quadrants in the game “Chase the Cheese” [15].
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different items are marked on the respective mini-maps as dots meaning that the
dots appearing in the mini-maps of the mining control station point to the location
of the minerals and so on. Thus, according to his/her role, every participant has a
particular complementary resource at his/her disposal, which is the information on
the location and the amount of the type of items that are associated with his/her
control station. This role- or responsibility-related distribution also applies to the
information shown in the display area of every control station (Fig. 5, blue rounded
rectangle). On pushing the info button !rst (Fig. 5, red circle) and then the
appearing crosses (not visible in the !gures), the participant receives responsibility-

Fig. 3. (a) Distribution of directions (b) Composing missing directions

Fig. 4. Participants applying the item-locating-device
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speci!c written information2 with regard to the features of his/her station. Fur-
thermore, every participant has to perform the related pick-up respectively the

Fig. 5. Responsibility-activating-device (Color !gure online)

2 Other less speci!c information – for example, the mission objective, some features of the map (base,
sandstorm, etc.) – is available right away for every participant in a display !eld above the grid or
around the drone. For reasons of space and to ensure better readability, we chose not to elaborate
here on how we provided the participants with written operating instructions.
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wheel-changing action by pushing the button on his/her control station provided
for this purpose (task interdependence).

4 Conclusion

Taking Stahl’s [3] caution seriously, we conceptualised the pedagogical design of our
collaboration-inducing ITT-mediated activity Orbitia by relying on a sound and vali-
dated cooperative learning approach developed by the Johnsons [5, 6]. We are aware
that all the other considerations listed by Stahl [3] – interface design, user evaluation
and collaboration culture – are equally important and closely intertwined. That’s why
we plan to address these issues in subsequent publications. In this paper, we elaborated
on how we implemented the concept of “positive interdependence” [5, 6] in the design
of Orbitia. So far, our ongoing user evaluation and video analyses indicate that par-
ticipants experience the engagement with Orbitia as collaborative, display collaborative
conduct in the sense of [8], and actively engage with and appropriate the three
developed flagship devices the rover-steering-device, the item-locating-device and the
responsibility-activating-device.

Acknowledgements. We thank the Luxembourg National Research Fund (FNR) for funding
this research under the CORE scheme.
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